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Abstract
Application-level multicast trees built using reversepath forwarding (RPF) on overlay network routing
paths are a useful mechanism for scalable information dissemination. One major drawback of this approach is that nodes that are not subscribers to a
multicast group can still be required to forward traffic for that group if they happen to lie on an overlay routing path between a subscriber and the group
root node. This could serve as a disincentive for
nodes to participate in the overlay since they may
be required to perform substantial amounts of work
for which they receive no immediate benefit. This
paper presents Subscriber/Volunteer (SV) trees – a
new form of overlay multicast tree that removes this
possible obstacle to deployment.
In SV trees, only nodes that are subscribers to a
multicast group, or that volunteer to do so, are responsible for forwarding content. SV trees are implemented as RPF trees augmented by adding content forwarding links that route around nodes that
are not subscribers or volunteers. SV trees maintain
all the benefits of RPF trees, such as scalable delivery and join behavior, while also being polite to
non-subscribers. The RPF tree, used for node joins,
and the forwarding tree, used for content delivery,
are kept consistent even in the face of nodes leaving
and joining the multicast tree and/or overlay. Fi∗
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nally, our results show that SV trees deliver content
more efficiently than RPF trees, since unnecessary
network hops have been grafted out of the delivery
trees.
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Introduction

Scalable application-level multicast systems allow
information to be efficiently disseminated to arbitrary numbers of subscribers [6, 20, 2, 15, 13].
These systems typically organize participants into
one or more multicast trees, with each participant
receiving information from its parent in the tree and
forwarding it on to its children. Thus, the amount
of work required of each participant to multicast
a piece of content is bounded and is proportional
to the branching factor of the constructed multicast
tree times the size of the content.
Scalable overlay networks [23, 17, 19, 27, 12]
provide one means of constructing application-level
multicast trees, through the use of standard reversepath forwarding (RPF) techniques [7, 8]. Because
overlay routing tables are often optimized along
some metric (e.g., latency), a key benefit of this
technique is that the RPF trees are similarly optimized. Systems such as Scribe [20] employ this
method and have demonstrated its effectiveness.
Reverse-path forwarding has the advantage that join
and leave operations are scalable; no central point of
coordination for tree membership is employed. This
is in contrast to systems like CoopNet [15], where
membership operations could become a bottleneck.
To join an RPF overlay multicast tree a node
routes a join message towards the multicast tree

of forwarding traffic for that group. Second, they
provide efficient content delivery: the content forwarding paths for SV trees may be shorter than the
paths for the RPF trees from which they are derived. For instance, in the trees in Figure 2, the
RPF forwarding route between the root R and subscriber S1 takes four hops, whereas the SV forwarding route between these nodes takes only two hops.
Both benefits are important to any practical deployment of systems employing application-level multicast groups.
A challenge for a different aspect of efficient content delivery is this: Many overlay networks optimize routes based on some metric (e.g., latency or
bandwidth or some combination of the two). Thus,
one benefit of RPF trees built using them is that the
content forwarding routes follow the reversed overlay routes, and are thus optimized. A key challenge
is constructing SV trees to be similarly optimized.
There are several additional important challenges
involved in building and maintaining SV trees. One
is scalable content delivery: ensuring that the content delivery load on each SV tree node is bounded,
just as it is for RPF trees. A second is scalable membership operations: enabling subscribers to efficiently and scalably locate and join the SV tree even
though the overlay route between the subscriber and
the root may not pass through any other participating SV tree members – plus ensuring that when tree
or overlay members leave that these goals are still
met.
Note that in SV trees the underlying RPF tree
continues to be used to support join and leave operations. Thus, non-subscribers will still incur a
slight amount of overlay traffic for SV tree membership operations – an amount that is bounded by the
branching factor of the tree times the rate of membership churn. This membership traffic will be substantially less than the content traffic for any active
multicast group.
A final key challenge is correctness: ensuring,
as overlay nodes and group members come and go,
that the SV tree continues working properly. Given
the possibility of routing loops and the need to keep
the RPF and content forwarding trees in sync, ensuring correctness is non-trivial. Indeed, ensuring
correctness was the major design challenge for SV
trees. Many of our design choices were driven by

root. Each node along the overlay routing path
taken by the join message remembers the node from
which the message arrived and the ID of the multicast group. When the join message reaches a node
that is already part of the multicast tree for the
group, the join has succeeded. When content is sent
from the root it is routed down the tree along routes
that are the reverse of the paths taken by the join
messages.
Despite their usefulness, RPF overlay multicast
trees face a potentially significant obstacle to their
adoption: overlay nodes that are not interested in the
content being sent on a multicast tree are required
to bear the costs of forwarding that content if they
fall along an overlay route from a subscriber to the
root. Figure 1 shows an RPF overlay multicast tree
with three interior nodes that are not subscribers,
but which nonetheless must forward multicast traffic for the tree. If the amount of traffic is significant
the node’s owners may very well ask themselves
“Why should I be a member of the overlay when
it costs me more than I get from it?”. Seemingly
simple approaches to addressing this problem, such
as building a separate overlay for each group, introduce other concerns such as high network load due
to the maintenance traffic for multiple overlays [4].
Subscriber/Volunteer trees (SV trees) are a new
kind of overlay multicast tree that eliminates this
problem. In SV trees, non-subscribers are never required to forward multicast traffic. Unless a nonsubscribing node explicitly volunteers to forward
traffic for a group, the multicast traffic for a group
is routed around that node, even if it is on an overlay routing path between a subscriber and the root.
Only subscribers and volunteers forward traffic in
SV trees – hence the name.
An SV tree is derived from the RPF tree for a
given group root and set of subscribers. Figure 2
shows an RPF tree and an SV tree derived from it.
In the SV tree, traffic is routed around the two nonparticipating nodes N 1 and N 2 that would have
been required to forward traffic in the RPF tree; they
incur no forwarding costs. The non-subscribing volunteer node V 1 does forward traffic for the SV tree
because it indicated its willingness to do so.
Two benefits of SV trees are evident from this example. First, they are polite: nodes not interested
in the content of a multicast group bear no costs
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Figure 1: Reverse-path forwarding (RPF) tree
containing three non-participant nodes.

Figure 2: SV tree and corresponding RPF tree
containing two non-participant nodes. Solid
lines represent RPF tree links and dashed lines
represent SV forwarding tree links.
point out the lack of politeness in the single overlay
approach.
SV trees retain the benefits of Scribe trees, while
also making them polite – meaning that they impose no forwarding load on overlay nodes not interested in the content of a multicast tree. Like Scribe
trees, SV trees are more efficient than simple RPF
trees because both systems perform a kind of “path
compression”. Scribe trees bypass non-subscribing
links that only forward to a single node. SV trees
bypass all non-subscribing nodes that are not volunteers.
SV tree are designed to scale to arbitrarily large
numbers of subscribers. One consequence of this
decision is that they have no coordinating node that
members must contact when joining because in any
sufficiently large system such a node would become
overloaded. This is one of the factors that distinguishes SV trees from systems such as End System Multicast [6], including its live Internet deployment to broadcast conferences [13], NICE [1],
CoopNet [15], ScatterCast [5], and ALMI [16].
Other systems performing application-level content delivery are organized differently, with different goals. For instance, the XML content-based
routing system described in [22], differs from SV
trees in at least four significant ways: First, it filters content, rather than delivering the full contents
of the multicast group to all subscribers. Second, it
distinguishes between clients and servers, whereas
SV trees have no clients that are not potentially

the need to be able to reason about whether the system would operate correctly in all circumstances,
rather than by other traditional concerns such as absolute efficiency, etc.
We present results from an implementation of SV
trees built using the SkipNet [12] overlay network.
Our implementation runs both in a network simulator and on a live network of machines. Our results
demonstrate that SV trees meet all the design challenges outlined above.
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Related Work

Reverse Path Forwarding is a well-established technique for building multicast forwarding trees over a
network providing routing between nodes. It forms
the basis of several variations of Internet multicast
systems [7, 8].
Overlay networks [23, 17, 19, 27, 12] provide a
means for organizing network nodes into a communication mesh providing content-based routing of
messages between nodes. Two classes of mechanisms are used to implement application-level multicast trees for overlay networks: forming a separate overlay for every multicast group, as is done by
the CAN multicast system [18], and using Reverse
Path Forwarding to build a multicast tree along the
overlay routes, as is done by Scribe [20]. Castro et
al. [4] showed that the single-overlay approach offers the significant advantages of decreased network
load and faster group creation. However, they also
3

RPF trees as part of their implementation. Figure 2
shows both the RPF tree and the content forwarding
tree employed by an SV tree.
In the following description three related data
structures will be referenced by the following
names:

also content servers. Third, it implements redundant delivery paths as an integral part of the service
– something that SV trees do not do. And finally,
it relies on a manually constructed mesh of nodes,
whereas SV trees use the automatically constructed
mesh provided by an overlay network. Many such
examples of application-level content distribution
systems with different goals and characteristics are
possible.
Numerous other systems for application-level
multicast have been proposed reflecting these different goals. For instance, SplitStream [2] is scalable, but requires the participation of non-subscriber
nodes to forward content. The Overcast [14] system
also uses multicast for content distribution, however
unlike SV trees and many of the systems above, it
relies on having a set of dedicated servers for content distribution. SV trees also allow for the possibility of dedicated servers by supporting volunteer
nodes, but do not require them. Yoid [10] defines a
distributed tree-building protocol among end-hosts
resulting in a source-specific tree per group not
based on any overlay.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that SV trees are
correct by construction, even in the face of changes
to overlay and tree membership. Routing loops can
not be constructed and local failures are discovered
in bounded time and repaired locally. Other systems, such as Scribe (with the bottleneck remover
optimization enabled [3]), have algorithms to detect
inconsistencies such as routing loops and use a different algorithm that selects nodes to rejoin the tree
using a randomized route in an attempt to repair detected inconsistencies. In contrast, SV trees have
no such need for a separate inconsistency repair algorithm since SV trees, by construction, can never
enter an inconsistent state.

3

• SV Tree: All the data structures used to implement a Subscriber/Volunteer tree. Includes the
RPF tree and the forwarding tree.
• Forwarding Tree: The set of links between
nodes used for forwarding content from the
root to the subscribers.
• RPF Tree: The reverse-path forwarding tree
used by an SV tree to help implement operations such as subscriber joins.
There are four main kinds of operations that any
application-level multicast tree must support. Their
implementations in SV trees are outlined below:
Content Forwarding: Content is sent down the
forwarding tree links from the root to the leaves.
Node Joins: As in standard RPF trees, nodes
route a join message towards the multicast tree root.
Each node traversed becomes part of the SV tree’s
RPF tree. After reaching an RPF tree node an additional step is required to make a forwarding tree
link from an existing forwarding tree member to the
joining node. Either (1) the node reached by the
join message was also a forwarding tree member,
in which case the link is made directly from that
node, or (2) the node reached is a non-participant
in the forwarding tree, in which case the link must
be made from a node that is part of the forwarding
tree. The precise means of finding such a node are
described in Section 3.1, but the core idea is this:
if a node along the RPF path doesn’t wish to forward traffic it instead remembers which nodes were
used to route content traffic around it, and has one
of them establish the forwarding link to the joining
node.
For example, in Figure 2, when node S3 joined,
it first routed a join message towards R. This message reached N 1, which was already a member of
the RPF tree, but which is a non-participant in the
forwarding tree. N 1 remembered that nodes V 1 and
S1 are used to forward content traffic around it and

Subscriber/Volunteer Trees

Subscriber/Volunteer trees are designed to simultaneously meet several goals: politeness, efficient
content delivery, scalable content delivery, scalable
membership operations, and correctness. This section presents the design of SV trees and describes
how each of these goals is met.
Subscriber/Volunteer trees are derived from
reverse-path forwarding trees, and in fact, maintain
4

tree children of who forwards to who, as described
in Section 3.2.2. Maintaining these invariants is key
to achieving our correctness goals.

contacts one of them to establish a forwarding tree
link to S3. In this case, S1 is contacted and it completes the forwarding tree by making a link to S3.
Node Departures: There are several ways that
nodes that are participating in an SV tree can leave
the tree. They may stop subscribing to the multicast
tree but remain in the overlay, they may voluntarily
leave the multicast tree and the overlay, or they may
crash or become unable to communicate with the
overlay. An SV tree handles all of these cases in the
same way: It treats it as if the departing node had
failed, invoking the tree repair algorithm.
Tree Repairs: An SV tree node remembers all
the SV nodes that affect its relationships to other SV
nodes. This includes its parent in the RPF tree, its
parent in the forwarding tree (if in the forwarding
tree), any nodes that forward content around it (if
not in the forwarding tree), and which subscribers
or volunteers caused it to be a member of the SV
tree. Furthermore, we employ liveness checking
functionality, which is described in Section 3.2.1,
to make sure that these nodes are still functioning
correctly. If any of these related nodes fail or withdraw from the SV tree or overlay, the node liveness
checking code invokes the SV tree repair algorithms
(see Section 3.2) to restore the SV tree invariants.
When nodes fail or withdraw only the local region of the SV tree around them must be repaired.
This is accomplished by having the subscribers or
volunteers immediately affected by the broken portion of the tree rejoin the SV tree. Note that this is a
local operation and doesn’t cause all tree nodes below the break to have to rejoin. For instance, nodes
below a rejoining node in the forwarding tree will
continue to have content forwarded to them after
their ancestor rejoins with no work upon their part.
Likewise, changes in the middle or near the root of
the tree don’t cause the subtrees below them to be
rebuilt. Local changes in the set of participating
nodes cause only local tree reconfigurations. This
locality is key to achieving our scalability goals.
The tree repair algorithm is discussed in Section 3.2.
As nodes come and go from the overlay, overlay
routes can change. Unless care is taken, this can
result in loops in the content forwarding routes (as
described in [3]). SV trees employ algorithms that
prevent routing loops from forming, such as having
each node maintain a partial order among its RPF

3.1

Join

A node initiates a subscription to an SV tree by routing a join message towards the tree root (just as is
done for RPF trees). Depending upon what kinds
of nodes are traversed until a member of the SV
tree’s RPF tree is reached, there are several different cases.
3.1.1 Simple Join Cases
In the simplest case, the message reaches another
member of the forwarding tree on its first hop. In
this case, a new forwarding tree link is established
from the node reached to the subscriber, an RPF
tree link is also established over the same hop, and
the join is complete (except for establishing a failure handling group for the subscriber, which is described in Section 3.2).
In the next simplest case, the join message may
take several overlay hops to reach an existing RPF
tree member and the node reached is also a forwarding tree member. In this case, all nodes traversed
are marked as members of the RPF tree and a forwarding tree link is established directly from the
node reached to the subscriber, bypassing the nonsubscribing nodes traversed.
Figures 3 and 4 depict a situation where a subscription request is satisfied by a join request that is
forwarded up the RPF tree until a forwarding tree
node is reached. The new subscriber is attached to
the forwarding tree node reached when searching up
the tree. Figure 3 shows the join messages sent. Figure 4 shows the SV tree after the join has completed.
As a special case, should a node that is traversed
be a volunteer node, then multiple forwarding hops
will be established so that it is included in the forwarding tree. This case is handled by having the
volunteer node satisfy the initial join request. The
volunteer then joins the tree itself using its own join
request. For instance, in Figure 2, when S1 joined
its join request was satisfied at the volunteer node
V 1, which itself then joined, connecting to the root
node R.
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Figure 3: Subscriber S3 joins an SV tree. S3
routes join message j1 towards root, reaching
subscriber S1 via non-subscriber N 1. S1 sends
join candidate message j4 to S3. This tells S3
that a forwarding tree link can be established
from S1.

S2

Figure 4: Subscriber S3 has joined the SV tree.
A new forwarding tree link has been established
from S1 to S3. New RPF tree links have been
established from S1 to N 1 and N 1 to S3.

forwarding tree. This node sends the request down
the RPF tree until it reaches one or more forwarding
tree nodes, which respond to the subscribing node.
Such a join occurs in several phases.
First, the initial join message j1 is routed from
the subscriber S5 towards the root until the RPF tree
node N 1 is reached. N 1 decides to search down the
RPF tree for a forwarding tree node to attach S5 to.
Second, N 1 sends join probe messages j2 to all
its RPF tree children. This replication allows multiple choices for forwarding tree attachment points to
be considered.
Third, each of N 1’s children forwards the received join probe messages j3 to only one of their
RPF tree children, which is randomly chosen among
them. Having the children not send the messages
to all of their children prevents the message from
flooding the entire tree below N 1. Likewise, any
further forwarding, as by N 4, is to only one child.
Fourth, once the join probe messages reach forwarding tree nodes, in this case S2 and S3, they
are forwarded directly to the subscribing node S5
as join candidate messages j4.
Finally, the subscriber S5 chooses among the
candidate join messages j4 received, and picks the
sender of one of them as its attachment point in the
forwarding tree. In our implementation we choose
the one that arrives first, helping to build a latencyoptimized forwarding tree. Figure 6 depicts the case
in which the message from S2 to S5 arrived first

3.1.2 Joins that Search the RPF Tree
The next situation is if the join message reaches an
RPF tree member that is not a forwarding tree member. When this occurs, it is the responsibility of the
node reached to locate an appropriate forwarding
tree member for the subscriber to attach itself to.
It does so by relying on the fact that its membership
in the RPF tree means that (1) there is a forwarding
tree member somewhere above it in the RPF tree
(possibly the tree root node) and (2) there are one
or more forwarding tree members below it in every
branch of the RPF tree. This means a forwarding
tree member could be found either above or below
the node reached by the join message to attach it to
the forwarding tree.
If join requests were always forwarded up the
RPF tree until a forwarding tree node was reached,
this would violate our scalability goals as it could
cause the branching factor for nodes higher up in
the tree to grow without bound. For example, all
subscribers whose overlay routing paths to the root
don’t pass through other subscribers (or volunteers)
would be joined at the root – clearly a non-scalable
situation. Thus, we adopt the rule that each RPF
node forwards at most one join request up the RPF
tree before forwarding all others down.
Figures 5 and 6 depict the case where a subscription request is satisfied by a join request that initially reaches an RPF tree node that is not in the
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Figure 5: Subscriber S5 joins the SV tree. S5
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Figure 6: Subscriber S5 has joined the SV tree.
A new forwarding tree link has been established
from S2 to S5. A new RPF tree link has been
established from N 1 to S5.

and a forwarding tree link was established from S2
to S5.

(assuming it wasn’t the node that failed).
3.2.1 FUSE Failure Detection

3.2

Failure Handling and Detection

Failure handling groups are implemented via a system called FUSE [9], which is a separate body of
work only summarized here. The design and implementation of FUSE was motivated by the needs
of SV trees to reliably perform coordinated failure
handling when any of a set of related nodes fails.
FUSE implements a lightweight failure notification service among groups of nodes organized
into failure handling groups called “FUSE groups”.
FUSE guarantees that failure notifications never
fail: Whenever a failure notification is triggered, all
live members of the FUSE group will be notified
within a bounded period of time, irrespective of any
node or communication failures. FUSE implements
this guarantee through active, efficient monitoring
of the liveness of FUSE group members.
FUSE group notifications can be triggered in two
ways: either explicitly by group members, for instance, if one of them is voluntarily leaving the SV
tree, or implicitly by the FUSE failure detection service, if one of the nodes has crashed or becomes unable to communicate with another node.

SV trees are designed to operate in highly dynamic
environments where nodes may fail or may join or
leave the overlay and multicast groups. Thus, it is
critical that SV trees are able to dynamically reconfigure themselves to adapt to these changes. SV
trees use failure handling groups as a tool for accomplishing this goal. The idea behind failure handling groups is to notify all nodes related to a forwarding tree link whenever any of these nodes fail
or leave the SV tree, triggering a local tree repair
operation.
Each of these groups contain exactly those nodes
that were involved in the communication path to establish the forwarding tree link. For instance, in figure Figure 6, the failure handling group for the forwarding link from S2 to S5 would have as its members S5, N 1, N 3, and S2 – the members of the join
communication path in Figure 5 that established it.
If any of these members fail that causes all the other
members to discard their state associated with this
forwarding tree link and for S5 to rejoin the group
7

problem in more ad-hoc manner by detecting loops
when they form, breaking them, and trying another
join using a “randomized route” that hopefully will
not result in another routing loop [3]. They detect loops by storing the entire overlay path to the
root in each Scribe tree node and checking whether
the partial path from a joining node contains one of
those nodes already. (Note that loops do not form in
Scribe unless the bottleneck remover optimization
is enabled.)
In contrast, SV trees can not form routing loops
and so separate detection and stochastic retry mechanisms are not necessary. They are correct by construction, even in the face of changes.

Using FUSE greatly simplifies the implementation of some aspects of SV trees because we are
guaranteed that all the nodes that play a role in a
forwarding tree link will be informed if any of them
die, withdraw, or become unable to communicate
with the others. Thus, all nodes will clean up the
state associated with any failed portions of the SV
tree and initiate recovery actions in a timely fashion. This allows us to use a single failure detection
and handling strategy for all kinds of failures, rather
than different ones for different kinds. Using FUSE
made it significantly easier to ensure the correctness
of SV trees.
3.2.2 Preventing Routing Loops

3.2.3 Cleanup Actions Upon Failures

Consider the SV tree depicted in Figure 7. If subscriber S2 dies or withdraws from the SV tree the
temporary result will be the disconnected SV tree in
Figure 8. Node S3 will have been in a FUSE group
containing itself, N 1, and S2. S2’s failure will notify the remaining members of the group, causing
S3 to initiate a join to reattach itself and its children
to the SV tree.
Naı̈vely, one might think that this would entail
sending a join to N 1, N 1 sending join probe messages to its other RPF tree children S1 and S4, these
children sending join candidate messages to S3,
and S3 choosing whichever of them arrived first.
But suppose that a join candidate message was sent
from S4 to S3 and S3 selected it as its forwarding
tree attachment point. There would be a big problem: a forwarding tree loop where S3 forwards to
S4 and S4 forwards to S3 and nobody forwards to
either of them!
SV trees prevent this by maintaining a partial
order among children of non-forwarding-tree RPF
tree nodes, where the order is determined by which
children are forwarding to which other children. In
this example, N 1 remembers, among other things,
that S3 forwards to S4. Therefore when S3 tries to
rejoin, the join probe message is not sent down the
RPF tree link to S4 because it is after S3’s link in
the partial order. Consequently, in this example, N 1
sends a join probe message only to S1, resulting in
S3 rejoining the forwarding tree with a connection
to S1.
Other systems, such as Scribe, have handled this

Recall that each node involved in establishing a forwarding tree link is made a member of a failure handling group associated with that link. When any
of these nodes dies (or removes itself from the SV
tree) all the members of the group are notified and
perform compensating actions. Depending upon the
type of node, different actions are taken.
The subscriber node will try to resubscribe by
routing a new join message. The source node for
the forwarding tree link will delete the link. The
RPF nodes involved will clean up state associated
with establishing that link. Two kinds of such state
are maintained by RPF nodes.
First, RPF nodes remember whether or not they
have yet forwarded a join request up the RPF tree
for that group, and they remember which request it
was. This allows the invariant that each RPF node
forwards at most one join request up the RPF tree
before forwarding all others down, as explained in
Section 3.1.2. When the forwarding tree link established by a request sent up the RPF tree is torn
down, one of the RPF tree node’s clean-up actions
is to clear the state saying it has already forwarded
a request up the tree. Thus, it can forward the next
join request that it receives up the tree. For instance,
in Figure 8, if S1 failed then N 1 would clear its
“sent up” state, meaning that the next join request
to reach N 1 would be forwarded up the tree, rather
than sent down to its RPF tree children.
Second, RPF nodes remember the partial order
among its RPF tree children of which branches are
8
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Figure 7: SV tree before node S2 fails.

Figure 8: SV tree after node S2 fails. Note that
nodes S3 and S4 are temporarily disconnected from
the forwarding tree, causing S3 to need to rejoin.

forwarding to which others, as described in Section 3.2.2. When one of these forwarding relationships is torn down, this portion of the partial order
is also removed.

operations are scalable because the underlying RPF
join operations are scalable, as described in more
detail in Section 3.1. To the first approximation,
both loads are proportional to the product of the
routing “fan-in” at that node – the number of distinct
overlay routes that pass through that node – times
the rate of overlay churn – the rate at which nodes
enter and leave the overlay. As long as the number of overlay routes through a node is bounded,
which is true for overlays such as Chord [23], Pastry [19], and SkipNet [12], this effectively means
that the join load on a node is proportional only to
the rate of overlay churn.

3.2.4 The Role of Retries
Join requests may fail because of temporary inconsistencies in the SV tree state encountered during
the join. For instance, if a node traversed by one
of the messages dies before the join completes, this
will be discovered when the join process attempts
to establish a FUSE group containing all the nodes
involved in the join. This causes the join to fail.
Because FUSE groups reliably notify all their
members of the failure of the group within bounded
time such inconsistencies will not persist. Thus, retries of failed joins will eventually be effective, and
are employed by the SV tree implementation.

3.3

Second, SV trees ensure that the content forwarding load is scalable by ensuring that each node in
the SV tree will typically only have to forward to at
most as many other nodes as they would in a fullypopulated RPF tree, which is bounded by the overlay routing “fan-in” at that node. Since the fan-in
is bounded for the overlays of interest, this means
that for the same reasons that the content forwarding
load is scalable for RPF trees, it is also scalable for
SV trees. Each piece of content will typically only
need to be forwarded to at most fan-in children.

Scalability

One of the most important properties of RPF trees
is that they are scalable – meaning that the load imposed on each tree participant is independent of the
size of the tree. In practice, there are two kinds of
loads: the load caused by nodes joining the tree and
the load caused by content being forwarded through
the tree.
SV trees maintain these same scalability properties in two different ways. First, SV trees ensure that
the join load is scalable by keeping around their underlying RPF trees and using them to intercept join
traffic for new subscribers. Essentially, the SV join

Since, as in Figure 5, join probe messages are
sent to randomly selected descendents of the RPF
tree’s children, it is theoretically possible for all
these random choices to come out the same. Should
this unlikely event occur, it would mean that the
number of forwarding tree nodes attached to a leaf
node could rise to be on the order of log2 N , where
N is the number of tree members, rather than log N ,
which is the expected value. Should a particular
9

determine link latency and bandwidth, we assigned
97% of links to be OC3 and 3% to be T3. For each
OC3 link, we assigned the link latency uniformly
between 10 and 40 milliseconds and a bandwidth
of 155 Mbps. For each T3 link, we assigned the
link latency uniformly between 300 and 500 milliseconds and a bandwidth of 45 Mbps. This led to
round-trip latencies with a median value of 130 milliseconds and a significant heavy-tail; in Section 5.1
we present the CDF of latencies in the context of a
simple RPC test. Paths traversing one or more T3
links are in the heavy-tail.

node’s branching factor be too large, load balancing
operations could be used to rebalance local regions
of the tree. We have not implemented such operations because we have found no need for them in
our usage.

4

Implementation and Methodology

We implemented SV trees on top of the SkipNet [12] overlay network and concurrently built the
FUSE [9] implementation for SV trees to use. Our
experiments were performed in two different environments: a scalable discrete event simulator, and
a live implementation with 400 virtual nodes running on a cluster of 40 workstations. For the cluster
experiments, our router uses Modelnet [25] to emulate wide-area Internet-like network characteristics.
Each virtual node in the live system is a separate
process running an instance of our implementation.
In order to emulate nodes running on physically
separated machines, there is no explicit sharing of
state between these processes, and all communication between processes is forced to pass through the
Modelnet core. Our SkipNet, FUSE, and SV tree
implementations running on the live system and in
the simulator use identical code, except for the base
messaging layer.
Our SV tree implementation contains approximately 4000 lines of C# code, including comments
and whitespace. This compares to approximately
2500 lines for FUSE and 8000 for SkipNet.

4.1

We emulated this topology on our cluster with
400 virtual nodes. We also used this topology in
our simulator, where we ran experiments with up
to 16,000 nodes, to model how our system would
scale to a much larger deployment. The simulator
used the same latency values, but does not model
bandwidth constraints.

5

Results

The two principal design goals of SV trees are that
they are polite and that they provide efficient content delivery. SV Trees are polite by construction
– non-subscriber nodes never have to perform content forwarding. The experimental results in Section 5.2 show that SV trees do indeed provide efficient content delivery, and that both latencies and
link stresses are better than in the RPF overlay multicast approach.

Parameters

In implementing SV trees, we found that maintaining correctness in the face of failure and other
stresses greatly influenced our design. The experiments we present measure our success in meeting
this goal as well: our results in Sections 5.3 and 5.4
show that SV Trees are correctly constructed even
during flash crowds, and that persistent disconnections are prevented even during periods of high
churn.

We configured the SkipNet overlay to employ a 60
second ping period, a base of size 8, a leaf set of
size 16, and R-Table routes. More details on the implications of these parameter choices can be found
here [11]. For a 400 node overlay, this yielded an
average of 32.3 distinct neighbors per node.
Both our live and simulator experiments were run
on a Mercator topology [24] with 102,639 nodes
and 142,303 links. Each node is assigned to one
of 2,662 Autonomous Systems (ASs). There are
4,851 links between ASs. The Mercator topology
does not include latency or bandwidth values, and
therefore we were forced to assign such values. To

Finally, we present results in Section 5.5 from
running a flash crowd experiment on our live cluster.
Our SV tree implementation running on the cluster
shows the same ability to support large numbers of
simultaneous joins as the simulator.
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Figure 10: Mean latency to deliver content over
SV, RPF, and IP-Multicast Trees for different group
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Figure 9: RPC Latencies on simulator and cluster.
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Figure 10 shows the latency of content delivery for
three different distribution architectures: IP multicast, overlay reverse-path forwarding (RPF), and
SV trees. Each data point is an average over 5 runs,
each with a differently chosen random seed. The
number of overlay participants was kept constant at
16,000 nodes, while the number of subscribers varied over {16, 64, 256, 512, 1024, 4096}.
The first observation we make is that SV trees noticeably out-perform RPF trees when there are relatively few subscribers. In particular, RPF trees suffer approximately a factor of five penalty relative to
IP multicast for even small group sizes, while the
SV tree penalty is quite small for small group sizes.
As the number of subscribers grows, this difference
diminishes. This is not surprising; the relative performance gain of SV trees comes from routing content directly between subscribers, bypassing intermediate non-subscriber nodes. The number of opportunities to bypass intermediate nodes is greatest
when the number of subscribers is a small fraction
of all nodes in the overlay.
It is also worth comparing SV trees to an overlay multicast design such as Scribe [3] that is solely
focused on efficiency. Published evaluations of
Scribe use the Pastry overlay running on the GTITM topology [26], whereas our evaluation of SV
Trees uses the SkipNet overlay running on the Mercator topology. In spite of these differences, we see
that the published performance numbers are comparable: for a 4000 node group, the delay penalty
of SV relative to IP multicast is approximately 3.5,
while for Scribe the relative delay penalty is 2.5.

We used an experiment that performed RPC message exchanges between randomly chosen nodes
on a 400-node overlay network to calibrate the
wide-area network topology model used in our experiments and to make sure that results obtained
through simulation were comparable to those obtained through running on the live cluster with Modelnet.
Towards that end, we performed a simple RPC
test of 2400 RPCs on both our cluster and our simulator. Figure 9 shows a Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the RPC times measured for
three sets of RPCs: those obtained in the simulator, and two kinds of RPC times obtained on the
cluster. Because the cluster code caches TCP connections between pairs of nodes, the first communication between a pair of nodes takes longer than
subsequent communications, due to the additional
time required for connection establishment. Our experiment performs two back-to-back RPCs between
pairs of nodes on the cluster and reports the durations of both the first RPC, which is likely to incur connection setup overhead, and the second one,
which will not.
As can be seen in Figure 9, the values for the second RPC on the cluster closely track those for the
simulator. This gives us confidence that both the
simulator and Modelnet are faithfully emulating the
chosen Mercator wide-area network topology.
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Figure 12: Cumulative distribution of Subscription
Latency for SV trees during a flash crowd, with 1024
and 4096 subscribers.
milliseconds) that the pipeline was always full of
messages.
Scalable overlays are good at distributing the
message traffic during simultaneous joins [3]. However, this does come at a cost: a subscribing node
might have a path to the root involving many hops,
and content might not arrive until every intermediate node had finished subscribing. During a flash
crowd, a number of additional events might occur
that could delay nodes from receiving content. For
example, race conditions might cause subscription
retries at some fraction of the nodes.
Our experiments show that the SV tree design
handles flash crowds well. For both distributions
of subscribing nodes, over 3/4 are receiving content within 2 seconds of starting to subscribe, and
all subscribers are receiving content by 5 seconds
from the beginning of the flash crowd.
Figure 12 also shows that SV trees meet their
stated design goal of scalable membership operations; the SV tree performance does not degrade
as the number of subscribers increases. The flash
crowd of 4096 nodes shows almost no slowdown
relative to the flash crowd of 1024 nodes.

Figure 11 shows a CDF of link stress for both
RPF trees and SV trees. The number of overlay participants is again held constant at 16,000 nodes, and
the number of subscribers was set to 4096. We concatenated together the link stresses obtained over 5
runs of content forwarding on different trees, and
we used this to construct a single CDF for both RPF
and SV trees.
Figure 11 shows that SV trees incur link stresses
that are noticeably better than straightforward RPF
trees. In particular, SV trees cause 90% of links to
incur a link stress of 3 or less, while for RPF Trees
the 90% link stress is approximately 50. This is not
surprising, as SV trees reduce the number of intermediate forwarding hops.
The absolute maximum link stresses incurred by
SV trees are comparable to published results for
Scribe [3]. This is good; SV trees meet the goal
of politeness without incurring a link stress penalty
relative to previous work that has focused on efficiency.

5.3

1024 Subscribers
4096 Subscribers

40

Resilience to Flash Crowds

Figure 12 shows the subscription latency during
flash crowds. We took 5 different runs from our simulator. For each run, we constructed both 1024 and
4096 subscriber trees. The x-axis of the graph is the
time between when a node began subscribing and
when that same node received content being published on the tree. The y-axis is a CDF over the
joint distribution of all 5 runs at the two different
sizes. We configured the root of the tree to publish
messages with sufficient frequency (once every 10

5.4

Resilience to Churn

Handling churn is difficult for application-layer
multicast systems. Because new nodes are always
failing, large portions of the tree are frequently cut
off by the failure of nodes near the root. Additionally, SV trees do not implement queueing of
undeliverable messages (instead they are dropped).
This is a standard approach in application domains
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Figure 13: Number of nodes that receive messages during churn, for a group that would have 1024 subscribers with no failures. The churn rate results in a 15 minute half-life (on the left) or a 30 minute half-life
(on the right).
steady downward trend in the number of subscribers
receiving messages. Of course, the tree is always
closer to fully connected in the lower churn regime.

such as audio and video streaming. For example,
CoopNet, an application-layer multicast system for
video, employs forward error correction, not retransmission. However, when messages are delivered, they arrive with latencies like those in Figure 10.
The experiment in Figure 13 were obtained by
running two churn experiments. In both cases we
ran the experiment on a 4000 node overlay; at any
given point in time, exactly half the nodes were
failed. The first experiment uses a half-life of 15
minutes, and the second experiment uses a half-life
of 30 minutes. A half-life of 15 minutes is shorter
than has been observed in any peer-to-peer client
population in the wild [21], and so it represents a
pessimistic worst case. In both cases, slightly less
than 1024 nodes were attempting to subscribe to the
SV tree at any given time. The exact number of subscribers as a function of time is shown in the graph.
The experiment spanned a stretch of time sufficient
for every node in the system to have changed in status once, either by joining the overlay or failing.
We choose to make all failures in this experiment
be silent failures because this is the most difficult
case for our algorithm to handle. Silent failures
leave holes in other nodes’ routing tables that they
may not discover until at least one overlay-layer
timeout – one minute in our configurations.
Figure 13 shows that for a 15 minute half life,
more than half the nodes are receiving content at
any given time. For a 30 minute half life, the results are even stronger. This shows that the SV
tree repair is managing to keep up with both churn
rates; persistent disconnections are not occurring, as
these would have manifested themselves through a

5.5

Live System Results
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Figure 14: Cumulative distribution of Subscription
Latency for SV trees during a flash crowd, with 100
subscribers running on the cluster with 400 overlay
participants on 40 machines.
Figure 14 depicts the CDF of subscription latencies during a flash crowd on our live system. We
used an overlay consisting of 400 virtual nodes on
our 40 node cluster. We configured 100 of the nodes
to simultaneously subscribe to a topic. Publications
are sent only every 400 milliseconds so as not to
overload the Modelnet router.
For most nodes, slightly more than a second
elapsed between when subscription was initiated
and when a content message was first received from
the tree. All nodes were receiving content in less
than 5 seconds from the initiation of subscription.
These results are consistent with the results of our
simulation experiments for flash crowds in Figure 12.
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Conclusions and Future Work
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Application-level multicast systems are a promising
technology for delivering on the potential of multicast. Prior systems combining reverse path forwarding and scalable overlay networks have lacked
politeness: participating nodes might be required
to forward significant amounts of content in which
they have no interest. This could be a major obstacle to the widespread adoption of application-level
multicast. By providing politeness, Subscriber/Volunteer trees remove this potentially significant obstacle.
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